Abstract

Purpose: This study examines psychological attachment styles (secure, anxious, and avoidant) as antecedents to LMX quality both directly and through their impact on employees’ efforts to build high quality LMX relationships. Employees with secure attachment styles are proposed to be successful at building high quality LMX relationships while employees with anxious and avoidant styles are proposed to display the opposite effect.

Design/methodology/approach: Data were collected through a survey of 213 employees nested in 37 work groups. Hypotheses were tested using multilevel modeling within MPlus.

Findings: Results indicated that secure and anxious attachment styles were associated with LMX only by impacting the exertion of effort specifically aimed at relationship development with the manager. Alternatively, the avoidant style was directly and negatively linked to LMX but not associated with effort undertaken to build a high quality relationship.

Practical implications: The effects of attachment style on effort to develop high quality LMX relationships reveal that subordinate attachment style may impact those subordinates’ ability and interest in developing positive LMX relationships. Therefore, managers may need to purposively deviate from typical LMX development processes in order to create a more conducive environment for developing high quality relationships with subordinates of differing attachment styles.

Originality/value: This study is one of the first to examine the mediating impact of effort to build high quality LMX relationships given personal propensities (attachment style) to form relationships in the workplace.
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**Introduction**

Leader-Member Exchange theory (LMX) theory posits that managers and subordinates develop unique dyadic relationships that, when of high quality, are associated with benefits for managers and subordinates, their work groups, and organizations (Gerstner and Day, 1997; Ilies et al., 2007). While the outcomes of LMX relationships are widely researched, there is less research on the antecedents of LMX (Anand et al., 2011). This may be due in part to an implicit assumption that managers and followers begin their relationship in a “stranger” phase (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995), implying that managers and their subordinates start the relationship as blank slates and thus less attention has been focused on characteristics each person brings to the relationship. Because LMX quality is such an important driver of critical employee outcomes, more needs to be known about antecedents and how they result in varying exchange qualities.

A personal attribute that holds great promise for understanding LMX development is psychological attachment styles—the way a person approaches, builds, and maintains relationships (Hazan and Shaver, 1987). These styles are fundamentally relational and ought to affect the development of LMX relationships (Thomas et al., 2013). In this study we examine attachment styles as antecedents of LMX quality. Psychological attachment is crucial for the development and maintenance of relationships generally; yet research directly examining attachment and LMX has been limited (Harms, 2011; Richards and Hackett, 2012). We advance previous research by examining subordinates’ effort invested into relationship development as a mediating mechanism between attachment styles and LMX. We assume that attachment style impacts the effort that individuals put into relationship development (Ainsworth and Bowlby,
1991; Mikulincer and Shaver, 2007). Together, attachment style and effort reflect what Nahrgang et al. (2009) identify as factors that spur initial interaction and subsequent testing process, resulting in different LMX relationships. Further, rather than examining an attachment style that refers to relationships with others in general, we use a work-related attachment approach consistent with arguments that attachment styles can be specific to types of relationships (Overall et al., 2003). Figure 1 summarizes our research model.

----------------------------------------
Insert Figure 1 about here.
----------------------------------------

2. LMX development

LMX relationships can vary in quality within work groups so that subordinates of the same manager perceive and experience different LMX qualities (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995). High quality LMX relationship are related to positive job attitudes, extra-role behavior, dyadic trust, and increased communication between members while lower quality relationships are characterized by lower levels of interaction, trust, and support (Gerstner and Day, 1997; Ilies et al., 2007). LMX relationships develop through the interaction between managers and their subordinates as they progress through a series of stages labeled stranger, acquaintance, and mature partner (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 1995). Liden and colleagues (Dienesch and Liden, 1986; Liden et al., 1997) describe LMX development as an exchange of “valued currencies” between managers and subordinates in which individuals determine the extent to which a positive or beneficial relationship may develop. These relationships are usually initiated and established in the early stages of interaction between the manager and subordinate (Liden et al., 1993) and the process is driven by the amount of effort put into the relationship. Consistent with the exchange
aspect of the theory, both members must perceive effort exerted toward the relationship for relationship development to proceed (Maslyn and Uhl-Bien, 2001). If one member’s offer to build a positive exchange relationship is satisfying to the other, the individuals continue to build a higher-quality relationship. If not, or not reciprocated, relationships will likely remain at lower levels of LMX development (Dienesch and Liden, 1986).

Ferris et al. (2009) identified a four-step process of relationship development: initial interaction, development and expansion of roles, expansion and commitment, and increased interpersonal commitment, each influenced by individual characteristics of the dyad members. Similarly, Nahrgang et al. (2009) studied antecedents of LMX that included variables that affect initial interaction (e.g., personality characteristics) and behavioral influences (e.g., performance-related responses) that follow initial interaction. These researchers support the conclusion that both relationship-relevant personality characteristics and relationship-relevant behavior are key in the process of LMX development.

Empirical study of variables that contribute to LMX development is, however, somewhat limited (Anand et al., 2011). In this study, we pursue the LMX development approaches noted above and examine attachment style, identified by Ferris et al. (2009) and Schyns (2015) as a relational disposition that impacts the initial interactions that lead to different LMX relationship qualities.

3. Attachment style in the Workplace

Attachment style describes the way in which a person generally relates or is able to relate to others on the basis of childhood experiences with caregivers (e.g., Bowlby, 1969/1982). Though developed during childhood, attachment style is believed to influence adult experiences of relationships (Mikulincer and Shaver, 2007). Mostly, attachment style research has focused
on generalized attachment style (the reference group being “others,” e.g., Feeney et al., 1994) or romantic partners (e.g., Hazan and Shaver, 1987). Three types of attachment styles can be differentiated: secure, anxious, and avoidant. The latter two are considered different types of insecure attachment (Ainsworth et al., 1978). A secure attachment style indicates that a person is willing and able to relatively easily build and maintain relationships. In contrast, anxiously attached individuals worry about and are preoccupied with relationships, while avoidant individuals generally find it difficult to be close to others (Ainsworth et al., 1978). Insecure attached individuals have negative views of others (at least in the longer run); anxious individuals because their attachment needs can never be fulfilled and they end up being disappointed, and avoidant individuals because they do not even expect others to fulfill their needs.

While research into attachment style and LMX generally uses an assessment of attachment style to relevant others in general, attachment to specific types of targets (e.g., in this case managers) develops based on experiences later in life (Overall et al., 2003). In line with this thinking, Neustadt et al. (2006, 2011) created a work-related attachment instrument. Here, we use this instrument in order to allow for a better prediction of work-based relationships.

4. Hypotheses

Attachment style has been examined in the context of leadership (e.g. Davidovitz et al., 2007; Kafetsios et al., 2014) because leaders can be regarded like parents by some (Keller and Cacioppe, 2001). For example, Hansbrough (2012) shows that anxiously attached individuals perceive more transformational leadership as they assume that leaders can fulfill their need for attachment lending support to the notion that attachment style influences perceptions of leadership. Davidovitz et al. (2007) proposed that insecure followers would evaluate leadership
negatively as they are more likely to distrust their leaders. Indeed, they found a negative relationship between insecure attachment style and ratings of leadership as well as leadership effectiveness for avoidant individuals. They also found that insecure styles are negatively related to ratings of leaders functioning as a secure base. This supports the notion that both insecure attachment styles are negatively related to follower rated leadership.

LMX is the most relevant approach to leadership with regard to attachment style since it directly describes the quality of the exchange relationship between an individual and a relevant attachment object (here: the manager) and the process by which these relationships develop. In the workplace, secure individuals typically work well with others, viewing themselves positively and others as trustworthy (Mikulincer and Florian, 1998; Mikulincer and Shaver, 2005) and can be expected to be interested in and adept at building high quality relationships with their managers (Ainsworth and Bowlby, 1991). These individuals are likely to signal their openness to the opportunities for relationship development.

In contrast, anxiously attached individuals are likely to refuse offers to engage in LMX relationship development, such as actively taking over delegated tasks, since they do not seek independence but prefer to depend on their managers (Richards and Hackett, 2012). Thus, they might react inappropriately to their leader’s effort to build a realtionship, ultimately hindering the development of a high quality exchange (and thus confirming their negative views of others) and decreasing the likelihood of building a good LMX relationship with their manager. Richards and Hackett (2012) similarly argue that avoidant individuals do not seek out relationships and thus their LMX quality with their managers should be low. Their results support this assertion.

Consequently, we argue that subordinates who are securely attached will find it easier to build and maintain good relationship qualities with their managers than insecurely attached
subordinates (Richards and Hackett, 2012; Schyns, 2012). In contrast, we expect a negative relationship between insecure attachment styles of attachment and LMX.

\( H1a. \) Secure attachment style is positively related to LMX.

\( H1b. \) Anxious attachment style is negatively related to LMX.

\( H1c. \) Avoidant attachment style is negatively related to LMX.

In this study, we are also interested in mechanisms that link attachment styles with LMX. Accordingly, this study investigates the role of a relationship-relevant subordinate behavior, namely, effort put into the relationship.

Richards and Hackett (2012) use self-verification theory (Swann, 1990) to explain the association between attachment style and LMX. According to self-verification theory, individuals aim to uphold their views of themselves by making others behave towards them in a way that aligns with their views of themselves (Swann et al., 2000). Therefore, because of their positive view of others, securely attached followers should put an appropriate amount of effort into building LMX relationships. This is consistent with Little et al.’s (2011) findings of a significant relationship between secure attachment and vigor at work, a state that “encompasses arousal as well as positive feelings” (p. 467), underlining that secure individuals view others as a positive resource.

Conversely, both anxious and avoidant individuals are less likely to put effort into a relationship, and indeed, anxious individuals might wait for the leader to show initiative and not reciprocate appropriately. In a study of romantic relationships, Feeney et al. (1993) found that avoidant individuals interacted less and with fewer friends than secure individuals, and anxious individuals interacted less with strangers. Mikulincer and Shaver (2007) summarize that avoidant individuals interact less, while anxious individuals show similar levels of interaction as
secure individuals. They also report that anxious and avoidant attachment style is negatively related to responsiveness to partner signals, a key to the development of high quality LMX.

In sum, this research shows that attachment style is related to relationship development-relevant behavior. Based on our review of the literature, we expect that anxious and avoidant attachment styles are negatively related to effort put into relationship development, while secure attachment style is positively related to such effort.

H2a. Secure attachment style is positively related to effort put into LMX relationships.

H2b. Anxious attachment style is negatively related to effort put into LMX relationships.

H2c. Avoidant attachment style is negatively related to effort put into LMX relationships.

We further argue that effort is related LMX quality. This is in line with studies suggesting that higher quality LMX relationships are the result of not only personal qualities or characteristics of the members of a dyad but also the extent of effort that members put into relationships (e.g., Ferris et al., 2009; Nahrgang et al., 2009). Maslyn and Uhl-Bien (2001) directly tested the question of reported effort exerted toward LMX relationship development, showing effort as a key predictor of LMX quality as well as finding it to increase the likelihood of greater future effort into relationship development. We therefore propose:

H3. Subordinate reported effort toward relationship development is positively related to LMX.

Taking together our arguments so far, attachment is expected to act both directly on LMX quality and as an activator of efforts critical in relationship development. Therefore, we propose that effort will mediate the relationship between each attachment style and LMX.

H4a. The relationship between secure attachment style and LMX is mediated by effort put into building the relationship.

H4b. The relationship between anxious attachment style and LMX is mediated by effort put into building the relationship.
H4c. The relationship between avoidant attachment style and LMX is mediated by effort put into building the relationship.

5. Methods

Sample and Procedure

Survey questionnaires were distributed to all 266 employees in a claims processing organization through an on-line survey system via email; 213 (80%) completed the surveys. All employees responded from the standpoint of their subordinate role. Sample characteristics were: 78% female, average 13.8 years full time work experience, 45% with high school diploma or beyond, and modal age of 31-40 years. Respondents were nested within 37 work groups ranging from 1 to 18 persons (M = 7.23).

Measures

Participants responded on a 5-point Likert format for measures of secure, anxious, and avoidant attachment style, effort exerted toward relationship development, and LMX.

Psychological Attachment. Neustadt et al.’s (2006) 16-item Adult Attachment in the Workplace (AAW) scale, a workplace-oriented adaptation of Collins and Read’s (1990) measure of romantic attachment, was used to measure attachment style. As their items were based on Collins and Read’s (1990) measure that differentiates three styles, and recent research by Scrima et al. (2014) that showed a superior fit of a three factor model, we used confirmatory factor analysis on the a priori classifications of the items (secure, anxious, avoidant), dropping two items (“Top management is never there when you need them”; “I want to be completely in tune with my supervisor”) because of questionable relevance for this sample. The hypothesized three-factor structure (secure, anxious, and avoidant attachment) fit significantly better than a two-factor structure with secure and insecure styles (see Neustadt et al., 2006) and a single factor
structure, suggesting adequate discriminant and convergent validity for the three attachment styles (results available upon request). Coefficients alpha were .65 (secure, 6 items), .78 (anxious, 4 items), and .78 (avoidant, 4 items).

Effort toward relationship development. Based on Maslyn and Uhl-Bien (2001) participants were asked to think about how their relationship with their supervisor has developed and then respond to a question asking “How much effort have you put into developing a good relationship with your supervisor?” with responses ranging from “None” to “A lot.” Although the use of single-item measures can be problematic (see Schriesheim et al., 1991), research on the equivalence of single item measures with multiple item measures of the same construct have shown that one can obtain equally valid ratings from either measure (e.g., Gardner et al., 1998; Tierney and Farmer, 2004; Wanous et al., 1997). Maslyn and Uhl-Bien (2001) addressed the question of equivalence of this single item measure both theoretically and through test-retest and social desirability analysis, supporting its validity.

Leader-member exchange. LMX was assessed with the 12-item LMX-MDM (Liden and Maslyn, 1998), designed to assess follower perceptions of manager-follower relationship quality. The alpha for the 12-item scale was .94.

Control variables. Control variables included in the analysis were span of control, dyadic tenure, and follower’s perceived similarity with their manager. Schyns et al. (2012) found span of control relevant to the relationship between personality characteristics and LMX, and Green et al. (1996) reported a negative relationship between work unit size and LMX. Dyadic tenure was included as it correlates with LMX (Erdogan and Bauer, 2014).

Perceived similarity was included since similarity promotes interaction and reduces barriers between members of the exchange (Liden et al., 1993). Four items were drawn from
Liden et al.’s (1993) study of LMX relationship development to assess perceived similarity (alpha = .89).

6. Results

Descriptives and correlations are reported in Table 1. We conducted confirmatory factor analyses for the five multi-item scales (LMX, perceived similarity, and secure, anxious, and avoidant attachment) comparing the hypothesized five-factor model ($\chi^2 = 373.93$, df = 199, $p < .001$, CFI = .90, RMSEA = .07) to a four-factor model collapsing perceived similarity and LMX ($\chi^2 = 452.92$, df = 203, $p < .001$, CFI = .86, RMSEA = .08; scaled $\chi^2$ difference with hypothesized model = 61.95, df = 4, $p < .01$), and to a single factor model (not estimable due to a not positive definite matrix). This suggests appropriate factor structure and discriminant and convergent validity for the multi-item scales.

----------------------------------------

Insert Table 1 about here.

----------------------------------------

Hypothesis Tests

Because our sample consisted of members of 37 work groups, we tested separate simultaneous path models within MPlus 7.11 for within-supervisor and between-supervisor relations (Hoffman and Gavin, 1998). This parses between-group effects to allow an uncontaminated test of our hypotheses at the person-within-group level (Preacher et al., 2010) addressing the possibility that attachment styles may vary across supervisor groups, as well as LMX if dyadic relations across employees with certain supervisors tend to be particularly good or particularly poor. Results for between-supervisor models showed no significant relationships other than for span, which negatively predicted relationship effort for secure and anxious
attachment styles. Results for within-group effects were markedly different. In this case, model estimates ought to be separated to avoid conflation of within-supervisor and between-supervisor effects (Preacher et al., 2010). Accordingly, the model results presented in the text and Table 2 are within-supervisor tests only.

Separate models were run for each attachment style with relationship effort and LMX (see Table 2). For secure attachment, robust fit statistics show $\chi^2 = 33.52$ on 9df, $p < .01$, CFI = .93, RMSEA = .11. This RMSEA shows poor fit in terms of error per model degree of freedom. However, the CFI, which assesses improvement in fit relative to a null model, shows reasonably good fit. The relationship between secure attachment and relationship effort was positive and significant (.50, $p < .01$), supporting $H2a$. As expected, relationship effort positively predicted LMX quality (.17, $p < .01$), supporting $H3$. The direct link between secure attachment and LMX was not significant (.09, $p > .05$), so $H1a$ was not supported. However, the indirect link between secure attachment and LMX via relationship effort as a mediator, testing $H4a$, was significant (.09, $p < .05$, CI .01, .17), indicating full mediation.

----------------------------------------
Insert Table 2 about here.
----------------------------------------

Overall fit for the anxious attachment model was quite good ($\chi^2 = 14.65$ on 9df, $p > .05$, CFI = .98, RMSEA = .05. $H2b$ was supported: anxious attachment was negatively related to relationship effort (-.36, $p < .01$), and relationship effort was positively related to LMX (.19, $p < .01$), supporting $H3$. While there was no direct relationship between anxious attachment and LMX, failing to support $H1b$ (-.04, $p > .05$), in testing $H4b$ we found a negative, fully mediated relationship via relationship effort (-.07, $p < .05$, CI -.13, -.00).
In estimating the model for avoidant attachment, the dyadic tenure control was dropped as its inclusion caused a non-positive definite first-order derivative product matrix and untrustworthy estimates of standard errors for some model parameters. The CFI and RMSEA values (1.0 and .01, respectively) of the re-estimated model cannot be interpreted as CFI will be 1.0 and RMSEA will be or approach 0 whenever degrees of freedom are greater than or equal to chi-square, which is the case here (or nearly so). However, the chi-square test showed very good fit of the model to the sample covariance matrix ($\chi^2 = 4.17$ on 4df, $p > .05$). Contrary to $H2c$, avoidant attachment was unrelated to relationship effort (.01, $p > .05$). Supporting $H3$, relationship effort was significantly related to LMX quality (.20, $p < .01$). There was no significant mediation ($H4c; .00, p > .05$) since avoidant attachment did not predict relationship effort. Instead, there was a negative, direct relationship between avoidant attachment and LMX (-.26, $p < .05$), supporting $H1c$.

We used procedures described by Podsakoff et al. (2003) and Williams and Anderson (1994) to assess whether common method variance resulted in changes in model fit and substantive structural relationships. This approach compared hypothesized mediation models for each style to the same model fitted with an additional method factor as an additional cause of all observed items. Results (available upon request) indicated that adding a method factor significantly improved fit in each case, indicating that method effects are present in the data. Scaled chi-square differences were: for secure attachment, 111.49 (19 df), $p < .01$; for anxious attachment, 137.46 (16 df), $p < .01$; for avoidant attachment, 107.63 (16 df), $p < .01$. However, in each comparison, the pattern of significance of the substantive relationships reported earlier between styles, effort, and LMX was completely unaffected. While method variance is present, it did not affect the significance of the hypothesized relationships.
7. Discussion

As predicted, both secure and anxious attachment styles were related to LMX indirectly through effort put forth toward relationship development. In both cases, follower effort fully mediated the relationship between attachment style and LMX. A secure style was positively associated with effort put forth toward relationship development and ultimately LMX and an anxious style was similarly associated with these variables but in the negative direction. However, our prediction that these attachment styles would also have a direct, unmediated relationship with LMX was not supported. Conversely, we found that an avoidant attachment style had a direct negative relationship with LMX but no effect on effort toward relationship development and thus no mediated effect.

Ainsworth and Bowlby (1991) suggested that those with a secure style are inclined to work well with others and successfully build reciprocal relationships. In light of such qualities, however, a secure attachment style did not by itself impact LMX quality. This is surprising given that managers generally value employees that are successful at self-regulation, a quality associated with secure individuals (Mikulincer et al., 1998). The similar results for the anxious attachment style support the suggestions by Quick et al. (1992) regarding overdependence on managers by anxious subordinates. They argued that such individuals might react inappropriately to attempts to build a high quality relationship. Our findings suggest that overdependence is additionally manifested through a lower level of effort undertaken to build relationships. One explanation for this is that anxiously attached individuals ruminate about their relationships and, in so doing, have little energy left to engage in relationship development (Little et al., 1992). Putting less effort into a relationship can also serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy: As anxious individuals expect that their relationship needs will be frustrated, they
exert less effort in the first place to lower the disappointment they expect. This, however, leads
to a lower relationship quality, in line with research showing the importance of effort being
perceived by both leader and subordinate (Maslyn and Uhl-Bien, 2001).

In this study, an avoidant style was directly associated with lower quality LMX
relationships, regardless of effort. Since avoidant individuals find it difficult to be close to others
(Ainsworth et al., 1978) and do not generally expect others to fulfill their needs, they are likely to
lack the ability to appropriately reciprocate offers that come from the manager. These results are
in line with previous research into avoidant attachment style and leadership (e.g., Davidovitz et
al., 2007; Richards and Hackett, 2012).

The most interesting result of our study in terms of attachment style is the clear difference
in the relationships of the two insecure attachment styles with effort and LMX. Although both
these attachment style were associated with lower levels of LMX, the different paths to lower
LMX underscore the importance of differentiating between them. Specifically, managers may
need to more openly guide relationship development, encouraging anxious followers to put more
effort into their relationship with their supervisor to achieve higher LMX quality. Further,
managers may need to recognize and allow the relationship development process to unfold more
slowly than the few days that has been typically reported in the LMX literature (e.g., Liden et al.,
1993). Although this needs further testing, we can assume that since anxious individuals are
very interested in relationships they might be eager to learn how to improve relationships with
their supervisors and thus be open to relevant suggestions or training/team building exercises.

For avoidant style subordinates, managers may need to initiate relationship development
by showing support or other relations-oriented behavior (Mahsud et al., 2009) instead of making
the more typical attribution of a subordinate’s inappropriate response to an offer of exchange
(like a test of the subordinate, Dienesch and Liden, 1986). Since avoidant individuals naturally avoid relationships and their behavior confirms their negative views of others (i.e., that no good quality relationships develop) managers may need to make extra effort to increase the awareness of avoidant followers of the process and benefits of high quality relationships in general before working on relationship development. Although further research is needed to understand the role of avoidant attachment style in the workplace better, it might ultimately be a consideration to allocate tasks to avoidant individuals that are less reliant on building and maintaining relationships.

Regarding LMX development, the vast majority of such research has evaluated antecedents without testing the mechanisms between those antecedents and LMX. By examining the role of effort specifically it was discovered in this study that for some attachment styles, effort fully mediated the connection between the antecedent and LMX. Given the positive relationship between effort and follower rated LMX quality, leaders can think about encouraging followers to engage in more relationship development effort. Similarly, our findings present a cautionary tale for those employees who expect that it will be sufficient if their bosses will make an effort at relationship development. To help extend understanding the effects of antecedents on eventual relationship quality, future research should consider the inclusion of effort expended toward relationship development.

Overall, our results highlight that LMX is very much a relationship phenomenon (Uhl-Bien et al., 2011). This implies that future research should take into account antecedents of LMX that have been linked to relationship and relationship building such as personality variables of both leaders and followers (e.g., propensity to trust, agreeableness, need for affiliation) but also relationship building variables such as reciprocity norms. Since LMX can also be a management
tool, due to its positive relationship to individual and team outcomes (Gerstner and Day, 1997; Ilies et al., 2007), organizations can be advised, based on our results, to carefully consider the composition of LMX dyads to enhance LMX to improve individual and team outcomes.

Strengths and limitations

Rather than focusing on general attachment style as many previous studies have done, this study used a measure of attachment style specific to the workplace, thus expanding workplace attachment research. Since attachment style is based on experiences, attachment style towards a specific target group might be more malleable. Indeed, some authors point out that secure leaders might be able to change, over the long run, the relationship related behavior of their followers (Davidovitz et al., 2007).

Our study is limited in a few important ways. First, our findings are based on a single organization, potentially limiting the generalizability of the results to other workplaces. Second, our measures, while established in the literature, relied on follower self-report. While self-report, same source data is relevant for assessment of our key personality and perceptual variables, a concern here is that common method variance accounted for some of the significant relationships we report. To some extent, this concern is mitigated by the supplemental analysis finding method variance but does not change the pattern of relationships. Future research could include the manager’s perspectives of both LMX and the subordinates’ or their own effort toward relationship development. Third, our assessment of effort toward relationship development utilized a single-item measure. While validated in past research (Maslyn and Uhl-Bien, 2001), future research could include separate sample-specific validation. Finally, we have relied on a cross-sectional design to test our ideas, limiting claims of causality. Future tests of our model could utilize a longitudinal design.
In conclusion, this study identifies and differentiates the mechanisms by which attachment style relates to the quality of LMX relationships and provides support for the importance of the exchange and reciprocity aspects as explanatory mechanisms between dyad members’ personal characteristics such as attachment style and LMX quality.
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Figure 1: Study Model
Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations for Individual Level Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Span of control</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tenure with supervisor</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Perceived similarity</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Secure attachment</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anxious attachment</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>-.45**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Avoidant attachment</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Relationship effort</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>-.29**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. LMX-MDM</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.76**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.49**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. n = 190; * p < .05, ** p < .01. a Correlations not reported for span of control as it has between-supervisor variation only.
Table 2: Results of Path Analyses for Secure, Anxious, and Avoidant Attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Model 1: Secure Attachment</th>
<th>Model 2: Anxious Attachment</th>
<th>Model 3: Avoidant Attachment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship Effort</td>
<td>LMX-MDM</td>
<td>Relationship Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure with supervisor</td>
<td>.00 (-.01, .01)</td>
<td>.00 (-.01, .01)</td>
<td>.00 (-.01, .01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived similarity</td>
<td>.20* (.01, .39)</td>
<td>.61** (.48, .73)</td>
<td>.27** (.08, .47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure attachment</td>
<td>.50** (.39, .68)</td>
<td>.09 (-.11, .29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious attachment</td>
<td>- .36** (-.58, -.15)</td>
<td>-.04 (-.16, .08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidant attachment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01 (-.58, .59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship effort</td>
<td>.17** (.05, .30)</td>
<td>.19** (.07, .30)</td>
<td>.20** (.09, .31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square (df)</td>
<td>33.52 (9)**</td>
<td>14.65 (9)</td>
<td>4.17 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI (Comparative Fit Index)</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>1.0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: N = 241 for all models. * p < .05; ** p < .01. Unstandardized coefficients are reported. Confidence intervals are reported in parentheses.

a Tenure with supervisor was dropped as its inclusion resulted in a non-positive definite first-order derivative product matrix and untrustworthy estimates of standard errors for some model parameters. Accordingly, degrees of freedom for avoidant attachment model differ from the other models.

b CFI will be 1.0 whenever degrees of freedom are greater than or equal to chi-square.